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FORWARD

Safety is a fundamental oI any railway system and
the methods of operating trains have been carelully
developed over the years to ensure maximlm safety
for the travelling publac.

The Trackman has an important role in ensuring this
safety as it is his Iirst duty to maintain the permanent
way in a safe condition for the passage ol trains.

This booklet deals with the other important aspects
of safety, in our case, the safety of the men working
on the tracks. Accidents lsually occur through doing
things the wrong way, and throughout this booklet
you will find descriptions and photographs of salety
practices of performing some of the every day tasks
that a Trackman encounters.

We ask you lo learn the correct way to do the work
and so help avoid the pain and loss that accidents
cause,

You owe it to yourself, tamily, fellow workmates and
the Authority.





SAFEWORKING

As a Trackman you are required to work amongst

trains and use track machines where required To do

so safely requires a knowledge of, and adherence to,
the instructions and regulations which have been set

down for your protection. These can be found in the

General Appendix, Book of Regulations, Eook of
lnstructions and Circulars which have been iss ed

from time to tame.

PROTECTION OF MEN WORKING ON OR NEAR
TRACKS WHICH ARE IN USE.

Clause (f) of Regulation 296 sets out the protectaon

required, and as it is ol vital importance, it is printed

here in full.

When emplovees are working singly or in Gang6, on

or near lines in use for traffic, the Foreman. Ganger,

or other emplovee in charge must in all cases where
any danger is likely to arise, provide.one or more
emolovees, as may be necessary, to maintain a good

look-out and to give warnings of any train
approaching. The "look out" man or men must be

expressly instructed to act for such purpose, and

must be Drovided with all appliances necessary to glve

effect to such "look_out".

This regulation and the explanatory Circular C E.

13/58 should be read carefullv and followed by all
concerned.



SAFETY EOUIPMENT

Protective clothing and equipment has been designed
to PROTECT YOU.

Make ftrll use of the equipment.

Do not abuse the equipment as it is issued to
save you from injury.

Ear protection - see C.E. Circular 7/80.

Eye protection - see C.E. Circolat 41/72.

Head protection - see C.E. Circular 31/j1.

Respiratory equipmeht - see C.E. Circular 9/65.

Various types of safety footweaa are available.

Various types of gloves are available.

Oetails for the requisitioning of various items of
safety equipment - consrlt the VicRail Safety
lllanual, which every gang has a copy,

Supervisors have the authority to instruct the
wearing of safety equipment where it is deemed
necessary and is not covered in C.E. Circulars.

REMEMBER!

THE LIFE YOU SAVE MAY BE YOUR OWN



MANUAL HANDLING

IMany ot our back iniuries could be avoided bv:-

Using the correct technique whon using tools
and handling material and equipment.

Using safe tool..

Uting the right tool!.

Using the aids Providsd.

By wo*ing with the {oet corroctly positioned
when udng tooll,

The basic principles when handling tools, material
and equipment.

THINK Can lhandle it correctly?
Do I need assistance?
What aids are available?
The wrong way could cause a permanent
back iniury.

FEET Position Feet corrcctly for Ealance

Balance permits use of strengith.
when lifting or lowering and using most
tools have one foot ahead of the other.

HANOS Obtain a firm grip
(We don't want "Piano Players")



BODY Keep the article close to the body
This reduces the strain on the arms,
shoulders and back especially if you have
to carrv the article some distance.

KNEES Bend your knees
Make the leg muscles do the work.
They are much stronger than your back
muscles and can absorb the strain.

HEAD Keep your head erect.
(The normal upright position)
This locks the spine in the correct position
and reducG the possibility of a bent back.

AIOS TO BE USED

Bottle Carrie. - ls designed to assist in the handling
of large oxygen cylinde6.

Oxy Aotde Ca ier



Sleopol Tonga - Save unnecessary lifting of sleepers

and make the carrvinq of sleepers easier and saler.

Sl06per
steepers

Hooks -
and the

ldeal tool for the unloading of
turning of sleepels for preboring.



Drum Lifling L.wr - ls used for the raiing or
lorNgring ot 200 litre drumg.

Drum LffdnC Lev.r

R{il Toog! - Can be us€d
lengths of rail depEnding on
availablo.

for handling various
the number of s€ts



HAND TOOLS

Statistics show that the misuse of hand tools is a
cause of accidents and iniuries. However, there are

some simple rules which, if followed, will keep the
accidents and injuries to a minimum.

1. USE THE RIGHT TOOL FOR THE WORK

How often do we see an improvised tool being

used instead of the corrcct one?

Perhaps the right tool was some distance awaY

and it was thought it would save time and effort
not to go and get it Unfortunately, such short

cuts otten end in injury. Some typical examples

are:-

(a) A pipe extension on a spanner - tnls
overloads the spanner which could cause it
to break and the user/s to receave s€vere

iniuries,

(b) using a piece of metal, wrench or some

other heavy tool instead of a hammer'



SEESEE THAT THE TOOL IS IN GOOD ORDER

Tools that are in good order make work easrer
and safer resulting in a better job.

Wooden handles are to be fitted firmly in all
appropriate tools, i.e. hammers, picks, shovels,
adzes, hot sets and axes.

All tools are to be correctly placed in a sa{e
and suitable place when not in use.

Eetore using wooden handled tools check for
splinters, cracks and loose heads.

Wooden handles should be regularly smeared
with linseed or mineral oil to prevent cracking
and grain lifting (see book of Instructions
Instruction 148).

Do not use wooden handles as levers.

Make sure tools which are pointed or have chisel
points are kept sharp to make work easier and
lessen the chance ot injury.

All strike tools, i.e. centre punches. doglifters,
drifts, cold sates and hot sets to be checked tor
cracked and or mushroomed heads.

Have worn or damaged tools replaced.



3. USE THE TOOL THE RIGHT WAY

A tool used the wrong way can be morc
dangerous than the wrong tool.

Remember, if you are in doubt or you do not
know what is the proper way to use a tool alliK

someone who does.

4. LOOK AFTER TOOLS

Prcper storage and regular maintenance of tools
ensures that they are in good order when you
want to use them.



ADZE

Before using an adze tor the first time request
instruction and a demonstration by the
Supervisor or from an experienced employee.

Check that the blade is razor sharp.

Check that the handle is fitted firmly and that
there are no ctacks or splinters.

Stand squarely over the work area with the feet
well apart.

The right elbow to
control the swing of
left thigh.

rest on the right thigh to
the adze or left elbow -

l0



BUDA

Used in conjunction with a 35 ton bottle iack in
the straightening or bending of rails.

This is an awkward tool to handle.

Fepair handles immediately iI damaged.

Have suJficient men available to handle it.

Extreme care is required as it weighs 82 kg.

Ffl}}
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CENTRE PUNCH

Chgck centre Dunahes for mushroomed or
cracked heads.

Centc Punch tnd Tongs

Inspect the point for sharpness which should
be ground at an angle of approximately 600.

A sharp centrc punch is less likely to "fly"
when struck with a ha$mer.

,l:{
"1' ,-:i

''--'l
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CLAW BAR

Claw bars are used primarily for lining track plus
holding up sleepers and pulling dog spikes.

Inspect lor:-
Worn and jagged claw points.

Worn point (of pointed end) will not permit the
bar to penetrate the ballast sufficiently when
lining the track or holding up sleepers.

Using:-

Only one man to use.

Stand beside the bar - do not straddle.

Pulling dogs, take care that no one ls struck
by the pointed end.

Do not sit on the claw bar when holding up
sleepers or timbers.

Use a piece ot timber as a fulcrum when holding
up sleepers or timbers.



COLD SATE

Cold sates to b€ held by the handle attached or
the tongs d6igned for the purpqe.

Sates with "mushroomed" or cracked heads
should be reolac€d.

Use the rail as a guard.

Use eye protection.

" * 

'l'ifE : '-': :
Cold Str! and fons6
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OOG LIFTER

Eefore using a dog litter check to see that the
tlow of metal on the head is not excessave.

Excess flolv of metal on the head could permit
metal to fly and cause serious injury.

Check that the dog spike will not jam in the

When removing a dog spike the front foot must
be on top of the rail with the centre oI the sole
above the dog spike.



DRIFTS

Drifts with mushroomed heads or cracks at
either end are to be replaced or the excessive
metal flow removed.

-

Drift

FILES AND RASPS

Check the teeth of the tiles and rasps lor wear
or filled with filings.

A correctly manufactured handle is to be fitted
to all tile6 or rasps beforc using.

Hand injuries may occur it a file is used without
a handle.

.'...-,'::::.: .
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FORKS

Check the fork handle {or a tightness, splinters
ano cracxs.

Inspect for bent or broken prongs

17



GOLIGHTLY JACK

The golightly jacks are available from the Road
Forcman's Depot.

These iacks are suited for lifting points and crossing
work as they can be left in position while trains
pass over.

t8



HAMMERS

Betore attempting to use a hammer check the
head for metal flow, cracks and chips.

Check the handle for splinters, cracks and
tightness.

Note whether the wedge is loose or missing.

't9



HOT SET

Check that the wodden handle is a tight fit
and that the w€dge is in Place.

Check for loose. splintered or cracked handles

Check for mushroomed head.

Check the cutting edge is sharp and has no

visible crccks.

Eye protection as to
assistants.

be worn by welders and

Hot Set

20



JIGGERS

C.rr ir to be takrn when oxtracting tt|€ sugpr afttr
completion ot the hols, il not I brck injury could
ooqtr.

Jictr

2l



PICKS

Picks are used when cribbing out or handling sleepers.

I nsp€ction: -
The head is a firm fit.

Splintered or cracked handle.

Sharp points.

Using:-

When cribbing out, using a pick, make surc
gang members are not working immediatsly
behind or in front.

Drive securely into sleepers before pulling.

Legs braced to offset talling backwards when
pulling sleepers and timbers.

22



PULL ROPE AND HOOK

Pull rope and hook to be stored in a dry place.

Inspect for wear, rot and damage.

Ke€p the rope out of the path ol vehicles and
machinery.

Pull Rope and Hook

23



TRACK JACK

The track jack is designed to lift 3% tonnes
which can be achieved by one man.

Before using a jack check for wear on the pawl,
and also the wear and tear on the gear attached
to the pinion.

Gauges are available from the Roadmaster for
checking wear and tear on the pall and gear.

lvlake sure there are no burrs on the handle.

Keep fingers clear of moving parts when
releasing or winding down jacks.

Call loudly (fingers. toes) and look to see all
staff are clear before releasing a jack.

The lish bolt spanner doubles as a jack spanner
where new and reconditioned jacks are used.

Only one person is permitted to pull on a jack
spanner,

Place one foot on top ot the jack or on the rail
when pulling on the spanner.

Do not l€avo the spanner on the jack

Pipe extensions are strickly forbidden.

T.ack jack and jack spannet.

24



TRACK ALIGNER

INSPECTION:-

Check bar pins for wear or cracks.

Check notches for worn pins.

Check the carrying handle is holding securely.

Using:-
Have a firm footing for the base.

Correct positioning of the base.

Check the bar pins are seated correctly in
notches of the base by giving a few gentle heaves
to test that all is secure.

Legs braced to oftset falling backwards

Have the aligner bar 45o above horizontal

when the bar is down to 2Oo above horizontal
relocate the base.

Check the track aligner bar groves are fitting
into the rail.

T.ack Aliner Franeand Trcck Aline. Ra,
25



TURNING BAR

Check the correct bar has been selected as two bars
are available:-
1. Rail up to 53 kg.

2. 60 kg rail.

Inspgct for:-
Worn or damaged iaws.

Burs on the handle caused by the turning bar
being thrown down.

Using:-

The "Caller" to be in the middle of the rail.

Keep jaws fitting square to the rail.

Make sure no oil or grease is on the rail.

Note worn ball or foot on the rail.

Keep clear of worn ends of rail

Stand side on to the bar - never behind it

Beware of rail whip.

Face towards the middle of the rail it on the
end.

47 ks to 53 kg

irr.:r,r*1lr:r*:rt&.*,r-'r..:'t
Yellow Handle 60 kg
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SHOVELS (SOUARE MOUTH}

check the handlos tor splinters or cracks.

Ch€ck the'D'handle for firmn€6s.

Check the mouth for cracks.

t^...t..."'. i:t

Squere Molrth L Lngth Htndld Shov.l



SPANNERS

Track spanners which are currently in use

include 60 lb., 80 lb. or one inch (also used
for track iacks) 'Y' layout, 'T'and double ended
track spanners (suitable for both one inch
imperial and lvl24 metric nutsl.

Check that the correct spanner has been
selected.

Observe the wear on the iaws.

Note if the jaws have spread.

Do not throw spanners into tool boxes or onto
other solid surfaces as it could damage the
handle.

A spanner handle is designed for a speci{ic load.
Pipe extension are not p€rmitted, see C.E. 7/72.

Double Ended Fish Eolr Spannel

28
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Only one pe6on is permitted to use a spanner.

Always pull on a spanner, never push.

Do not use spanners as hammers,

Double ended spanner not to be used on track
jacks.

Always pull the spanner, position the feet one
torward and one to the rear to prevent a fall if
the spanner slips.



TRACK VEHICLES

Most of the accidents which occur with track vehicles
are caused by collisions with trains, other machines,
livestock or road motors and by obstructions on the
line.

Unlortunately, the injury lrom such accidents is
otten serious.

You can reduce the number of these accidents by:

Making proper enquiries regarding the running
of trains in accordance with instructions in the
General Appendix, before placing a vehicle on
the line. (see pages'143 to 1461

Keep a more careful lookout for other rolling
stock on the track.

Keeping a more caretul lookout lor road traffic
at level crossings.

Stopping the vehicle and pushing it across level
crossings where there is a possibility of a wheel
flange {ouling the road surface or visibility is
poor.

Watching tor obstructions on the track and for
livestock or dogs on/or adjacent to the track,
particularly at level crossings.

Eye protectjon is
track vehicles.

to be worn at all times on
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Keeping within the speed limits defined within
the General Appendix, particular care being
taken not to exceed the speed when crossang

over points and crossings.

Frequently checking the wheel settings on
inspection vehicles which should be:-

L€ading Wheel -
Inspection Vehicle, and
Motorised Tricycle
5 mm to€ in towards the rail

Back Wheel -All machines - Parallel to the Rail

In the case of 6W and 8W track vehicles when-
ever possible with the "loose" wheel in the
TRAILING position.

When two or more vehicles are being used keep
them at least '100 metres apart.

Not overloading your vehicle by adhering to
permissible load limit written on the vehicle.

Before using a track vehicle the employee in
charge must satisfy himself that rhe brakes
are in good order and that the vehicle is safe
and mechanically sound to operate on the line.



i;r-"-- 1;

to lift posttion on inspecnon

When on or off trccking on inspection motor use:

L Lifting handlet coffectly.

2. corect nanual handllng Echnique.



The correct wav to sit asttide an insoection vehicle.

.:\

When cnnkins a6W or KS motor:

1. Pull the cftnk handte up.

2. Have the right thunb pointing in the sane direction

3. Use the correct nznual handling techn ique.

33



All tools and equipment should be so ptaced on the ttack
vehicle that thev will not fall olf. With long took ol
nate al it is especiallv impottant to see that ove.hang is
in the trcilins position and if necessaty secu.elY tied

it{Flt-**-i
$4.

Lifting a6W or KS notor.



/

Tuntable fot on and oll ta.king 6W and 8W notots.

8w ot K notot on a tuntable.

35



MECHANICAL PLANT

Employees on track maintenance today are provided
with a wide range of mechanical plant.

lllechanical plant is provided to minimise manual
handling and labour as an aid for doing track
maintenance. For best results and safe operation it
must be used within its rated capacity and regularly

Every unit of mechanical plant is supplied with a
field record card. In addition larger items are
provided with safety specification and emergency
proced!re caros.

These cards are kept in either a metal or plastic tube
container. This container is either in the tool box or
attached to the machine.

Before using any mechanical plant make sure you
understand the instructions on the relevant cards
and that you are quite clear on the method of
operation.

Remember all track work was pedormed manually
before the advent of machines therefore treat them
according to insfurctions. lI machines fail the work
can proceed manually.



FIELD RECORD CARD

The information on the Field Record Card includes:

1. Correct fuel and lubricants to use.

2. Serviceinstructions.

3. The tools required torthe service of the machine.

4. Spare hydraulic hoses to be carried.

5. Operating instructions in the case of smaller
machtnes.

SAFETY SPECIFICATION CARD

The information contained on the safetv specification
includes:-

1. Safety checks beforc travelling the machine.

2. The maximum safe speed.

3. The minimum safe distance to be maintained
betwe€n other machines while travelling.

4. The maximum number of passengers that can
be safely carried.

37



EMERGENCY PROCEDURE CARD

The information contained on this cad oulines the
correct procedure to b€ used to remove a machine
from the track when disabled by engine or hvdrallic
failure.

This procedure should be practiced at least 3 times
per vear so that delays to trains will be minimised in
the case of machine failure.

SOME OF THE COMMON CAUSES OFACCIDENTS
RELATED TO THE USE OF IMACHINES ARE:-

3.

1. Smoking or using a naked ilame when handling
fuel or refuelling while the engine is running.

Wearing loose clothing when operating wood-
borers or other revolving tools increases the risk
ot clothing becoming entangled in moving parts.

Removing any protective guards. lf they have to
be removed to sedice the plant make sure they
are repta@d.

Using compressed air for purpose6 other than
those tor which it is Drovided. Misuse increases
the risk of foreign bodies being blown into eyes,
dirt into cuts and can cause air to enter the
bloodstream. sometimes with fatal recrlts.
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SOME OF THE COMI\4ON CAUSES OFACCIDENTS
RELATED TO THE USE OF IVIACHINES ARE:-

5. Using petrol as a cleaning medium. This is a

highly dangerous practice that can lead to severe
burns,

6. Using machines with defective brakes. After
placing the machine on the track and before
proceeding to the work point the brakes must
be tested.

7. Carelessness with hydraulic oil. Hydraulic oil
can cause severe injuries trom the following
causesl

(a) High Temperature Oil in hydraulic
systems can reach very high temperatures
and carelessness can result in burns and
scalos.

(b) High Pressure - Hydraulic syslems operate
at high pressures and leakeage of these
pressures can result in skin and eye injuries.

{c) Spillage - Pools ol spilr oil should be
cleaned up immediately as they are a safety
nazard.

8. lMounting and dismounting from moving
machines. Wait until the machine has stopped.

3S



OFF-TRACK STANDS

Olf track stands arc requircd so that on-track maln_

tenance plant may be set otl to permit trains to pass.

When setting up off_track stands the tollowing
should be noted:-

'L Stands must be set up on flrm ground on pre_

pared sites.

2. The stand must be set up at the correct distance
from the running rail. The set off rails should be
used to check this.

The off track rails should b€ level to the running
rail.

Anchor ropes and clampsare provided with most
stands to ensure stability and assist in maintain'
ing the correct position in relation to the track.

Ensure that only the correct components are
used to assemble off-track stands and not such
items as rail drills, sleeper augers, fencing wire,
rotten sleepers, etc.

4.

5.

40
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Anchor rop6 and clanps attached to ensu e stability and
assist in naintaining the corcct position in rclation to the

Stands set up on a preparcd site with off tacking rails level

41
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When using oft-track stands:-

1. Make sure that the stand you are using is the
correct one tor Your machine.

2. Most machines are provided with a centre jack
that raises the machine and allot/s the set off
rails to be placed in position under the machine.

3. When the set off rails are in position make sure
that they are correctly attached to the off-
track stand and that the spreader bar is in
position at the outer end.

4. When the machine is on the off-track stand the
wheel sirp must be placed and pinned in
position, { the machine is to be left unattended
for any reason (e.9. overnight) the wheel stop
must be padloji:ed in position.

5. The set off rails are provided with insulation
pads to protect against interference with track
circuits. Make sure these are kept in good order.
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FIRST AID

lf you or your male had an accident would you know
what to do?

FOR BLEEDING Clean wound thoroughly and
apply pressure over the wound
with sterile dressing or band aid.

FRACTURE lmmobilise the limb and seek
medical aid.

SNAKE BITE Bandage the whole limb firmly,
. lmmobilise the limb and seek

medical aid.

First Aid equipment is available to you. lt is your
responsibility to make sure it is lrp to date.

Any injury and material used most be recorded in
book provided.

For replacement contact the Ambulance Office
Spencer Street.

All accidents must be reported to your Supervisor as
soon as possible.

For any further inlormation regarding first aid
contact the Ambulance Office Spencer Street
extension 1845 or 1328. 44




